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Abstract
Operations strategy and its development have received a lot of attention in the operations management literature. However, literature related to benefits of improvement programs, such as lean production, is often contradictory to operations strategy principles. There is a large body of work arguing that lean can bring substantial performance improvements, indicating that operations strategy formalization might be unnecessary when certain operational processes improvements are applied. However, some literature emphasize the importance of operations strategy, stating that its formulation leads to superior competitiveness when lean techniques are properly related to competitive dimensions and to decision areas. In this study, a comprehensive literature review has been carried out to reveal insights on both streams of study and it is used to conceive a framework and a research interview protocol based on that. Hence, this study compares experts’ view of the strategic role of lean. Such a comparison is done through a range of interviews. The results support the notion that lean can generate a strong advantage in many competitive dimensions; even so, a formal strategy approach is still necessary to focus lean model implementation.
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Introduction
In operations management lean production can be considered an approach for designing and implementing operations strategy (Veiga, 2009; Berry et al., 2007; Sánchez and Pérez, 2001). There is a large body of work arguing that lean can bring a significant performance improvement in more than one competitive dimension (Hayes and Pisano, 1994; Flynn et al., 1999; Sweeney, 1991). Such a stream of literature
could controvert the necessity of an operations strategy. Other research emphasizes the importance of operations strategy and that its formulation leads to superior competitiveness (Thun, 2008). Hence, operations or manufacturing strategy affords performance improvements in organizational management (Leong and Ward, 1995). To explore the issue further, this study covers a relevant literature review. For further insights experts on both lean and operations strategy were asked about lean contribution to competitive priorities, that is, figuring lean approach to strategy and lean support to capabilities development.

This paper is structured as follows. First, a theoretical review identifies different focus regarding lean as an operations strategy. The study then explores expert views on lean manufacturing strategic role. This is consolidated in a set of summarizing statements, which contribute to reduce the misunderstanding between both streams of literature.

**Operations Strategy**

Competitive priorities are key variables that define organizations’ strategic focus, particularly on developing capabilities that may enhance long term competitive positioning. The priorities are found in decision making on areas such as capacity, facilities, equipment and process technologies, vertical integration, human resources, quality system etc (Smith and Reece, 1999; Platts and Gregory, 1990; Leong et al., 1990). Operations strategy matches these competitive dimensions and decision areas, translating market requirements into operations strategic decisions as well as exploring operations resources capabilities in the chosen markets (Acur et al., 2003; Leong et al., 1990). As such, operations strategy deploys business strategies and leverages production functions to achieve established long term competitive objectives (Amoako-Gyampah and Boye, 2001).

Studies focusing on the operations strategy alignment or fit can be classified as approaches that are internal, external or a combination of both. Market based approaches translate market requirements into operations strategy content (Lewis and Slack, 2002). A resource based perspective is taken when new strategic options naturally emerge from organisation resources mobilization and use (Wernerfelt, 1984). Lewis and Slack (2002) argue that operations strategies must assure that production resources are being used to bring competitive advantages to the companies. Hayes and Wheelwright (1985) described a four stages model, showing how manufacturing’s strategic role could evolve over time.

Following Lewis and Slack (2002), the internal and external approaches can be linked with short and long term strategy perspectives, whereby operations strategy is related to internal and external requirements reconciliation. External requirements derive from markets demand and internal requirements originate in operational resource mobilization, integration and use. Brown and Blackmon (2005) support the integration of both approaches as manufacturing strategy is being designed, implemented and managed. Market requirements and manufacturing capabilities can be matched following competitive priorities in a dynamic and unpredictable market in order to sustain high levels of competitive performance.

**Lean as a Production Management Philosophy**

Research on lean is oriented to the study of both its techniques and philosophies or principles. A significant number of studies address the use of lean
tools and techniques, approaching them in a world-wide operations perspective (Schonberger, 2007; Bhasin and Burcher, 2006). Recently there has been a growing debate about the role of lean culture for the success of lean implementation (Steward and Raman, 2007; Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; Achanga et al., 2006; Spear, 2004; Spear and Bowen, 1999; Womack et al., 1996). However, in practice, companies tend to focus mainly on training people in the use of tools and techniques, giving little attention to understand the human factors involved and to build an appropriate culture in the lean implementations (Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-park, 2006).

There is a body of academic studies on elementary capabilities that if developed may encourage cultural change (Hayes and Pisano, 1994). Spear and Bowen (1999), in depicting the core elements of Toyota, propose that the key point is taking every improvement opportunity as a scientific experiment. Four rules that capture tacit knowledge embedded in its production system are proposed: high levels of work standardization; direct connection between every costumer-supplier; direct and simple pathways for every product or service; and improvement implementation according to scientific methods. Spear’s (2004) paper complements this work, reporting on the management training process of an upper-level position in Toyota in the US. According to Towill et al. (2007), waste reduction is only one of many lean tools and principles, such as task control, pathways elimination and improvement activities. Moreover, Adler (1993) describes standardization as encouraging organisational learning and therefore continuous improvement.

The Toyota Way, which reflects the beliefs and methods of the Toyota Production System developed since 1935 also emphasize human factors in its production management model. It was formally systematized and documented in 2001 for training purposes due the growing numbers of lean adopting companies’ outside Japan (Fishman, 2007; Holweg, 2006). As people are considered a strategic factor for lean adoption, investments in their development are necessary to improve companies’ capabilities in lean production management (Achanga et al., 2006; Spear and Bowen, 1999). To do so, financial capabilities are singled out as an important factor to staff training and specialized hiring services (Achanga et al., 2006). Human assets are also exploited in work condition improvements (Conti et al., 2006; Saurin and Ferreira, 2009). One approach adopted to challenge people is the establishment of tough goals, which increases workers’ consciousness and self-worth. (Takeuchi et al., 2008). Empowerment is also identified by Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park (2006) as a key factor in human resources development. Achanga et al. (2006) explored critical factors in lean implementation within SME’s and the role of leadership. Sim and Rogers (2009) also mention the lack of committed leadership as a barrier to implement lean.

In accordance with Liker (2006), constancy of purpose is essential in lean philosophy. According to a report by Fishman (2007), Toyota employs a principle of current situation non-acceptance, which is an essential element for encouraging continuous improvement and generating innovative ideas. The author remarks that the existence of this culture raises the workers’ concern for producing goods more effectively each day and educates everybody to do so, because they are constantly thinking about how to do this.

Lean adopts an incremental approach for process improvement and radical changes are built over time as a result of consistent small steps (Smeds, 1994). In some
situations when it is necessary to develop new knowledge and to overcome performance barriers it may even be preferable to change the system rather than improve it. In contrast to the traditional approach, which is oriented to the optimization of an established system (Clark, 1996). May (2007) states that innovation is the biggest Toyota’s source of competitive advantage.

There is also a wide amount of literature discussing the relationship between leanness and agility. And it could be concluded that the approaches are complementary since lean focus on customer satisfaction (Ohno, 1997; Liker, 2006) and agility is related to the interface between organization and market needs. In this sense the agile capabilities are: delivering value to customer, being ready for change, valuing human knowledge and skills and forming virtual partnerships (Katayama and Bennett, 1999). Although they are complementary concepts it is important to highlight that pursuit agility might presume leanness, but pursuit leanness maybe not presume agility. Agile manufacturing focus on attending efficiently changes on operating states in response to volatile market place (Narasimham et al., 2006; Naylor et al., 1999) and lean focus on creating a stability through a JIT flow, to guarantee a level schedule (Shah and Ward, 2003; Naylor et al., 1999).

Table 1 shows some lean principles that could be used to identify basic lean capabilities that a company should develop. Some bibliographies support each principle, as follows.

Having identified lean capabilities, their employment in the implementation process is discussed next.

Using Trade-offs in Lean Implementation

The traditional trade-off definition indicates that raising one competitive dimension may decrease another (Porter, 1996; Slack, 1993; Skinner, 1974). However, some literature has been approaching processes improvement in a cumulative capability development way, as a method for trade-off compensation (De Toni and Tonchia, 2002; Flynn et al., 1999). Silveira (2005) summarizes three major ideas regarding trade-offs concept from operations management literature. First, the influence of trade-offs in manufacturing operations seems to be contingent to manufacturing strategy and production structure. Second, trade-offs are dynamic and highly influenced by managerial action. Also, trade-offs can be managed in long term, through continuous initiatives in manufacturing capabilities development and strategy updating. These seems to indicate that trade-offs can be improved or overcome. It can be argued that lean may bring significant performance improvements to several competitive dimensions. For example, companies employing lean may achieve higher quality, lower costs, greater flexibility, faster product development and production, all dimensions which are managed at the same time (Flynn et al., 1999; Hayes and Pisano, 1994; Sweeney, 1991).

According to Slack (2005), misalignment between manufacturing and business can be blamed on two misconceptions: that manufacturing is able to do everything, and that manufacturing contributes to efficiency achievement, not directly contributing for the effective market needs achievement. Porter (1996) supports both arguments, stating that operational efficiency is not sufficient to provide sustainability. It is also necessary to outperform competitors in some key aspect. Berry et al. (2007) recognize
that not all factors are equally important for all kinds of performance improvement, and Boyer and Lewis (2002) have tested the trade-off model in a survey with data gathered from 110 plants. Their findings support the necessity of trade-offs identification and management. However, there are subtle differences between competitive priorities across organisations as well as in their different hierarchy levels. Managers had been trying to eliminate trade-offs through production processes improvement. But without trade-offs companies are not able to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage, since they create the need for choice and differentiation, without which any idea may be emulated (Porter, 1996). Trade-offs stimulate differentiation, while operations strategy

Table 1. Lean capabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seeing things firsthand</td>
<td>Liker (2006); Ohno (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having constancy of purpose</td>
<td>Liker (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imputing contradictory viewpoints</td>
<td>Takeuchi et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishing tough goals</td>
<td>Takeuchi et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking improvements opportunities as scientific experiments</td>
<td>Spear (2004), Spear and Bowen (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specifying all work</td>
<td>Spear and Bowen (1999), Adler (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating direct connection between every costumer and supplier, partnership in every relationship</td>
<td>Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-park (2006), Spear and Bowen (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting people</td>
<td>Liker (2006), Spear and Bowen (1999), Katayama and Bennett (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardization</td>
<td>Adler (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task control</td>
<td>Towill et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination of pathways</td>
<td>Towill et al. (2007), Spear and Bowen (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous improvement</td>
<td>Towill et al. (2007), Adler-(1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopting radical changes to overcome barriers</td>
<td>Takeuchi et al. (2008), May (2007), Clark (1996), Smeds (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being ready for change</td>
<td>Katayama and Bennett (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-acceptance of the current situation</td>
<td>Fishman (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park (2006), Achanga et al. (2006), Sim and Rogers (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing across departments</td>
<td>Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-park (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial capabilities</td>
<td>Achanga et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills and expertise</td>
<td>Achanga et al. (2006), Spear and Bowen (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work conditions</td>
<td>Saurin and Ferreira (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivering value to customer</td>
<td>Katayama and Bennett (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forming virtual partnerships</td>
<td>Katayama and Bennett (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seeks in developing operational competence which is necessary to overcome tradeoffs. The competitive pressures require a high level of coherence and consistency among strategy, actions and performance (Laugen et al., 2005).

In their study, Ahmed and Montagno (1996) assess the relationship between strategy and performance, showing that organisations have higher performance when they are formally managing operations strategy. Similarly, Acur et al. (2003) studied the influence of formalizing manufacturing strategy. Their analysis show that in companies with formal strategy competitive priorities definition, improvement goals and action programs are significantly better aligned than in companies without them. It is also important to clarify causal relationships between strategic directives, actions and results, allowing commitment to strategy and therefore pursuing the intended objectives. Therefore, both approaches regarding competitive or performance dimensions management could be complementary when pursuing long term benefits (Steward and Raman, 2007; Liker, 2006; Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; Lewis, 2000; Clark, 1996).

Despite the potential for lean to generate positive results in more than one dimension, strategies based on lean or improvement initiatives often do not contribute to sustain competitive position neither to enhance long term sustainability (Corbett and Campbell-Hunt, 2002). Hence, focusing on a few competitive priorities can be an important aspect for successful use of lean. For this, it is important to get the right balance to lean actions to support lean culture dissemination throughout the organization. Note that few, if indeed any, companies have been successful in achieving the benefit of lean to rival Toyota. This failure in driving value from lean may be due the focus of tools and techniques application rather than conceiving a model that integrates processes, methodologies, techniques and tools. Indeed, to succeed in implementing lean it is necessary to promote a cultural change, and to do so a long term perspective may well be required which increases the importance of a strategic approach to lean employment.

It is recognized that a strategic approach helps in explaining organisational performance and the necessary practices to achieve lean implementation and improve operational performance (Takeuchi et al., 2008; Towill et al., 2007; Berry et al., 2007; Liker, 2006; Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; Womack et al., 1996; Smeds, 1994). Generally, two arguments are founded in literature defending the necessity of a strategic approach for lean implementation. First, the logical path definition for achieving long term objectives (Amoako-Gyampaha and Boye, 2001; Smith and Reece, 1999; Platts and Gregory, 1990; Leong et al., 1990). This argument states that it is necessary define a focus to choose complementary alternatives and get consistency over the time. Second, manufacturing vision building through key capabilities, which allows competitive sustainability achievement (Clark, 1996; Hayes and Pisano, 1994). This argument states that it is important to identify key capabilities to support the achievement of long term objectives.

Studies about lean philosophy generally claim that lean can bring significant competitive advantage when it is exploited in the long term (Bhasin and Burcher, 2006; Sun and Hong, 2002; Lewis, 2000) for the development of specific capabilities. (Clark, 1996; Leong and Ward, 1995). As remarked by Corbett and Campbell-Hunt (2002), the development of distinctive manufacturing capabilities such as improvement programs
should be made in accordance to the competitive priorities in order to bring a positive operations result over long term.

**Proposed Framework**

The previous theoretical review supported the framework development. It is grounded on a combination of practices and philosophy, and it establishes a relationship between these elements and key operations strategy concepts as competitive priorities and capabilities. The relation between lean practices and competitive priorities is made in order to translate the alignment between operations and business levels. Then, lean philosophy realization takes place to guarantee the development of capabilities, which strongly influence the ability to implement cultural change.

The framework covers two parts: external and internal. The external analysis focuses on the match between operations processes and manufacturing strategy. The internal analysis investigates the firm capacity to generate lean capabilities that are used to sustain lean philosophy and strategy development (Veiga et al., 2009).

This briefly definition of lean strategic role will guide the interviews development.

**Research Method**

Based on a comprehensive literature review it was possible to bring out the framework presented in Figure 1. Then some interviews were conducted to refine the proposed model. For this reason the academic background combined with practical experience of interviewees was an important criteria for their selection.

For the study, nine UK experts with background and research interest on operations strategy, service excellence, performance management, strategic planning, lean and agile operations were interviewed. They were selected due to their expertise on implementing lean systems and on researching it. Their respective profiles are described in Table 2.

The interviews covered relationship among concepts identified in the literature and proposed in the framework shown in Figure 1. The interviewees were questioned about several identified concepts and relationships, as seen in Figure 1. The interviews were primarily semi-structured to better capture their knowledge and insights (Yin, 2001). Questions covered the strategic role of lean implementation and were related to competitive requirements alignment, manufacturing capabilities exploitation and the adopted strategic approach when using lean. The questions were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit between practices and priorities (external approach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philosophy</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration of lean production capabilities (internal approach)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Lean relation within operations strategy.
Table 2. Interviewees profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional activity</th>
<th>Educational background</th>
<th>Research interests</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I1) Associate Professor of Operations Management</td>
<td>MSc (LiU, Sweden), PhD (Cambridge), BEng (UTM)</td>
<td>Operations strategy, performance measurement, decision support system, technology management, service operations and lean management.</td>
<td>Managerial position in a range of organisations in Asia, including Shell, NEC, BAT, and Guthrie. Main responsibility on operations and process improvement Expertise on projects on strategic investment decisions, strategy decision modeling, performance measurements systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I2) Assistant Professor of Operations Management</td>
<td>BA (Stockholm and Lund Universities), BA (Stockholm), MA (SOAS, University of London), Mphil (Cambridge), MsocSc (Stockholm), PGCPCE(HE) (Warwick), PhD (Cambridge), BSSc (Stockholm and Uppsala Universities)</td>
<td>Operations strategy, Lean and agile operations, Behavioural operations, Supply chain sustainability and risk, Health service improvements.</td>
<td>Experience on venture capital advisory and industry consulting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I3) Professor in Supply Strategy</td>
<td>Meng, PhD</td>
<td>Strategic benefits of operational and supply competence, Dis-benefits of operational and supply failure</td>
<td>Consultancy on a range of private and public sector organizations in the UK and the rest of Europe, including: Volvo, Unilever, Mars Confectionery, Severn Trent Water, British Telecommunications, Coats-Viyella, ICI Paints, Jones Lang Lasalle, Alfa Laval, Morgan Stanley, UBS and Zurich Financial Services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I4) Professor of Strategic Manufacture</td>
<td>PhD (Cranfield University), MSc (Cranfield University)</td>
<td>Manufacturing Strategy Practices (eg: Agile, Lean, Mass Customisation, Project, Total Service Manufacture) and formulation processes. Strategic positioning processes (eg: Make/buy, Outsourcing and Offshoring)</td>
<td>Sixteen years of experience in management and engineering, working with the leading companies in his field including Rolls-Royce, Caterpillar, Alstom, MAN and Xerox. Working close to industry and winning projects with a combined value in excess of several million pounds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Continued....

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional Activity</th>
<th>Educational Background</th>
<th>Research Interests</th>
<th>Expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(15) Vice president of the Institute of Customer Service, Professor of Operations Management</td>
<td>Sc (Aston), PGCE (Lancaster), PhD (Warwick)</td>
<td>Service transformation, service excellence, customer service, service design, service recovery, complaint management, and performance management.</td>
<td>Twenty years of experience managing several line management and senior management posts in a number of service organisations in both the public and private sectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16) Associate Professor of Operations Management. Adviser of a number of boards and committees for organisations such as the Audit Commission, Welsh Assembly Government, Government Skills, HMRC, Local Authorities and HM Court Services.</td>
<td>BEng (Nottingham), MSc (Cranfield), PhD (UMIST)</td>
<td>Performance measurement and management; improvement and innovation for both private and public sector.</td>
<td>Experience as a project Manager of a research project for the Scottish Executive which evaluated how ‘lean’ techniques were and could be used in the public sector. Involvement on developing a Strategic Lean Implementation Methodology for Hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17) Advisor to the NHS on the design of healthcare processes. Associate Professor of Operations Management</td>
<td>BEng (UMIST), BSc (UMIST), MBA (Warwick)</td>
<td>Management of service technology; operations strategy; operations management in healthcare.</td>
<td>Experience on redesigning of emergency treatment processes and other aspects of hospital activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18) Senior Teaching Fellow</td>
<td></td>
<td>Operations strategy, supply chain management</td>
<td>Experience as Sales Manager and Business Development Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19) Assistant Professor of Operations Management. Member of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS).</td>
<td>BSc (UCE), MBA (Birmingham), MSc (UCE), PhD (The University of Birmingham)</td>
<td>Relationship Management, Supply Chain Management, E-Business and Strategy, Operations Strategy.</td>
<td>Consultancy on supply chain management, strategic sourcing and effective procurement techniques and process improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Which role does lean take in realizing a specific competitive strategy?
• Which role does lean take in building manufacturing capabilities?
• Operations strategy might have internal focus in capabilities building and external demand accomplishment. How does lean fit with internal and external orientation?

In addition to the semi-structured questions, the relation between lean tools and techniques and their performance impact was obtained by asking interviewees to classify the level of relationship on a Likert scale of 1 (none relation) to 5 (very strong relation) (Rea and Parker, 2002). The competitive priorities were selected according to Slack et al. (1997) approach, adding innovativeness criteria, which have been strongly approached by literature (OCDE, 1997).

Interviews Results and Analysis

The results were investigated regarding three aspects: lean contribution to strategy; lean capabilities identification and contribution; and balanced strategic approach. Regarding the role of lean in implementing competitive strategy of firms, Interviewee 1 (I1), I2 and I9 claimed that lean employment contributes to various performance dimensions. However, I3 emphasized that the potential of lean can only be fully realised when lean techniques are applied as a bundles and fitting with the organisational context (external and internal contingencies). Meanwhile, I9 and I8 stated that sustainability only can be achieved when lean is implemented in the organisation as a whole and not as isolated efficiency islands.

I5 expressed a more limited view, arguing that despite lean is able to influence any kind of competitive strategy, this impact is sometimes only indirect on some priorities like quality and differentiation. On a similar thought, I9 stated that lean develops quality, speed and dependability while cost and innovativeness are achieved indirectly. Meanwhile, I7 stated that lean can influence most of the strategic objectives, the ones related to cost and quality in early stages of lean implementation and the others when organisation achieve a higher lean maturity. Accordingly, lean contributes to all objectives through cost performance improvements and therefore indirectly affects the others strategic performance dimensions as well.

With a different approach, interviews I4, I5 and I6 claimed that the role of lean on market requirements largely depends on the set competitive strategy. They all agreed that lean provides a noticeable and positive impact in a cost based strategy. However, the impact is less in differentiation based strategies in both frequency and impact. I3 had a similar opinion, stating that the classic objectives related to lean are defined by quality, costs and speed criteria. I2 also supported the quality and costs objectives, adding innovation as new criteria. Meanwhile, interviewees I4 and I5 argued that lean does not provide innovation, which is contradictory to several studies that supports the innovation potential of lean (Yeung et al., 2007; May, 2007; Fishman, 2007; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1997; Adler, 1993).

Several of the interviewees – I1, I2, I3 and I4 – stated that an organisation’s context highly influences lean application. Moreover, I3 added that lean techniques can only bring benefits when implemented in bundles, as stated in Shah and Ward (2003).
among others. This suggests that the bundle constitution of techniques may bring different performance improvements and therefore impact differently on the strategy.

Figures 2-7 illustrate the interviewees’ views on the lean tools and techniques and competitive priorities.

Figure 2 shows that quality is a criteria highly influence by lean tools and techniques, and mainly by root cause analysis, 5s, standard work, visual management, and the lean office.

Costs, as can be seen in Figure 3, was not classified as greatly influenced by the application of lean tools.

Overall, as seen in Figure 4, speed to market was also not classified as greatly influenced by the application of lean tools.

As can be expected, Figure 5 shows that lean tools carry out a strong influence on dependability, mainly through techniques such as 5s, standard work and TPM.

Different from stated by some authors (Ohno, 1997) Figure 6 indicate that flexibility was not been viewed as influenced by lean tools.

Figure 7 indicate that innovativeness were not been viewed as influenced by lean most of tools either. There are some specific lean tools designed to generate innovation as product development and suggestion programme.

The interview results show that quality followed closely by dependability are considered the most influenced competitive priority by far. This is expected given

![Figure 2. Relationship between lean tools and quality criteria.](image-url)
Figure 3. Relationship between lean tools and cost criteria.

Figure 4. Relationship between lean tools and speed criteria.
Figure 5. Relationship between lean tools and dependability criteria.

Figure 6. Relationship between lean tools and flexibility criteria.
both the quality focus of lean techniques and the common quality ambition of lean implementers themselves. These two competitive dimensions were follows by costs, innovativeness, flexibility and finally speed.

The synthesis illustrated in Table 3 shows the strategic role of lean as viewed by the interviewed experts. Divergent points of view found in the literature illustrate why it has proved so difficult to precisely define how lean models affect strategy. Some interviewees considered the existence of an internal view, some of an external and others considered a mix of internal and external views. Indicative, some interviewees could not express a view so the synthesis has a few blank spaces.

On capabilities building, the common view held that lean does develop essential firm capabilities. I2 remarked that organisational learning and continuous improvement capabilities were the most important ones, as they focus on clients requirements. This was based on the logic that lean develops the ability to be always improving organisations’ processes and generating learning, since there is an established focus. Meanwhile, interviewees I4, I5, I7 and I8 agreed on lean influencing continuous improvement capability. I4 proposed a waste reduction capability and I7 standardization. I5 stated that lean develops operational competence giving competence to workers being able to bring out improvements. To I6 staff skills are of primary importance and should be emphasised. I9 highlighted management leadership, problem solving and team development capabilities. I3 did not single out any specific capability, claiming that any lean initiatives that seek to improve an organisation collaborate in developing specific capabilities but contribute in developing organisational capabilities as a whole. Organisations must also ensure the balance is right between benefits and drawbacks.

Figure 7. Relationship between lean tools and innovativeness criteria.
Table 3. Interviews’ results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lean contribution on strategy</th>
<th>Strategic approach</th>
<th>Lean capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>- Lean supports any kind of competitive strategy</td>
<td>Internal and External</td>
<td>non approached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>- Lean supports any kind of competitive strategy</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Continuous improvement with focus on client requirements and organisational learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 13 | - Lean supports some of competitive strategies  
- Lean supports improvement on the classic objectives associated to lean: costs, quality and speed. | Internal and External | non approached |
| 14 | - Lean supports some of competitive strategy  
- Lean highly influence costs and has a smaller impact on differentiation | Internal | Waste reduction and continuous improvement |
| 15 | - Lean supports some of competitive strategies  
- Lean influences directly on costs  
- Lean influences indirectly on quality and differentiation | Internal | Operational competence |
| 16 | - Lean supports some of competitive strategies  
- Lean influences improvement on costs and doesn’t support differentiation based strategies | non approached | People skills |
| 17 | - Lean supports to strategy is related to organizational context  
- Lean can directly influence on quality and costs  
- Lean can indirectly influence on others criteria | Internal | Sustainability, continuous Improvement and standardization |
| 18 | non approached | Internal and external | Continuous improvement |
| 19 | - Lean supports any kind of competitive strategy  
- Lean influences directly on quality, speed and dependability  
- Lean influences indirectly on costs and innovation | Internal and external | Systemic thinking, leadership, problem solving and team development |

Source: Veiga (2009).

Regarding the strategic perspective of lean, I4 and I5 claimed that lean primarily acts as an internal strategic approach. In contrast, interviewee I2 indicates that lean is more about an external view, because it is mainly about recognizing costumer value and delivering costumer requirements. Interviewees I3, I8 and I9 conciliated both these opinions, lean afford both internal and external approach. I3 considered lean as a generic receipt, which approaches both internal and external views. First, clients’ requirements are considered under an external view, then resources are internally managed to deliver their required products.
The interviews also revealed a range of opinions regarding the lean support of competitive objectives. Despite apparent similarity, they recognized direct impact on the support of costs and quality as well as in identifying customers' value. Whether the focus is external or internal made no difference. Most of the interviewees claimed that lean can contribute to more than one market requirement simultaneously. They also agreed that lean is capable of generating key capabilities in the operations system, such as continuous improvement and organizational learning ability.

**Conclusion**

Lean practices and techniques are well defined in the literature, and there seems to be a consensus on their application. But the links to set capabilities have been scarcely explored. This study concludes that proposed relations of lean and operations strategy are valid in different levels of adherence. However, experts' views are still being different in some aspects.

The match between Lean techniques and set competitive priorities; some experts argued that lean can minimize trade-offs, since its application contributes to overcome contradictory criteria. There were also those who argued that lean supports only some competitive strategies. The figures that compiled all the interviews showed that different competitive priorities can be enhanced by lean tools, but this techniques influence competitive criteria in different levels.

It could be found out both streams of study in literature. Such evidence seems contradictory, but it can be complementary. Even when applying improvement programs capable to develop many performance dimensions, such dimensions should be prioritized. In order to develop operational resources accordingly, they must be focused on prioritized objectives. Additionally, results showed that lean can influence more than one competitive dimension that seems contradictory at the same time. Hence the focus of lean should be defined by organization, it's a matter of choice. Such evidence emphasizes the necessity of an operational strategy to support such a decision.

Regarding capabilities constitution when applying lean, experts pointed out a range of capabilities supported by lean which are essential to sustain a lean system. As operations strategy supports competitive dimensions as well as capabilities development, it could be conclude that lean models and operations strategy can be complementary overlapping contradictories set of arguments.

This conclusion was the basis to develop a lean strategic framework (Veiga, 2009, Veiga et al., 2009), which was applied in some case studies. Based on the framework it can be indicated some future work opportunities. The continuous necessity to have a successful lean implementation is sufficient to prove the necessity of investigation on their effects on organizational performance.

The role of trade-offs between lean and innovation models remains unsettled, since a common approach was not found in either the literature or among the experts. Many interviewees consider that lean influence on innovation is weak. However, as stated in the literature review, some authors support the existence of a strong relationship, considering innovation as a key capability of lean implementation and development. Therefore, it was pointed out the empiric study of these relationships as a future work opportunity in order to clarify this misunderstanding.
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